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Using the Apply Matrix Tool (continued)
Data Reorientation
The Apply Matrix option can be used
to reorient data. An example of this
can be found when using the Analyze
Bone Microarchitecture Analysis
(BMA) Add-On, which requires
that the input bone specimens are
ÀiÌ>Ìi`Ì>Ã«iVwVÀiÌ>Ì
[1] as a prerequisite for bone tissue
V>ÃÃwV>Ì>`i>ÃÕÀiiÌ°
The Oblique reorientation tools and
Apply Matrix option in Transform
provide the tools necessary to
successfully re-orientate the image
data for analysis.
In this exercise we will use the tools available in the Transform module to correctly orient a micro-CT bone data set for processing in the
BMA add-on module.
To follow along, download the data set BMA_PE_micro_CT.avw from analyzedirect.com/data
Load the data into Analyze using Input/Output.
Select the data set from the Analyze workspace and open Transform.
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Using the Apply Matrix Tool (continued)
In Transform select the Spatial
Transforms tab [2] and then choose
the Apply Matrix option [3]. Click the
Toggle Oblique button [4] to enable
to Oblique window [5].
Note, if your display does not look
like that shown in the screenshot,
right-click on the Controls Layout
icon and choose Default Display
Layout, this will return you to the
standard 4 window display showing
the axial, coronal, sagittal, and
render displays. Now click the
Toggle Oblique button. Right-click
in the coronal window and select the
Perpendicular Axis tool (6).
Use the Perpendicular Axis tool (red and black dashed
i®QÇRÌ`iwi>i`ÜÌ iViÌiÀvÌ iLi
to be analyzed. Do this by repositioning the ends of
the line. In this example this is done on the coronal
window. An oblique plane (shown by the blue and
L>V`>Ã i`i®QnRÜLi`iwi`«iÀ«i`VÕ>ÀÌ
the red and black line.
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Using the Apply Matrix Tool (continued)
The plane will need to be adjusted in the sagittal view [9].
To do this, use the Pitch buttons in the oblique window [10]
to manipulate the blue line until it is perpendicular to the
long axis of the bone in the sagittal window. [11]. Note that
in this example the axis (shown in blue and black on the
sagittal image) should be pitched slightly upwards. This is
achieved using the Pitch Up button.
To apply the transformation to
the data set click the Apply Matrix
button. [12]
Once the transformation is complete
the data can be saved to the
workspace by clicking the Save
Volume button. [13]
In the Save Tranformed window
returned choose the ‘Create a new
workspace volume’ option and then
append ‘_reformatted’ to the original
wi>i°>ÞVV->Ûi6Õi°
The reformatted data set will be
saved to the workspace.
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